Comparison between using spectral analysis of electrogoniometer data and observational analysis to quantify repetitive motion and ergonomic changes in cyclical industrial work.
Spectral analysis of continuously measured joint angles using an electrogoniometer was considered as a potentially efficient method for quantifying exposure to physical stress in repetitive manual work. The method was previously demonstrated in the laboratory but has not yet been tested extensively in the field. Spectral analysis was compared against observational analysis, consisting of time-and-motion study and posture classification. Six industrial jobs were selected: (1) press operation, (2) large parts hanging, (3) product packaging, (4) small parts hanging, (5) parts counting and sorting and (6) construction vehicle operation. The posture angle data were synchronized with activities on the video using an interactive multimedia video data acquisition system. Motion for every joint was analyzed using both spectral analysis and observational analysis. Joint angles for the wrist, elbow and shoulder were directly measured using electrogoniometers. Visual posture classification involved determining joint angles from a frozen videotape image sampled three times per s. Repetitiveness was quantified for observational analysis using time study to measure the frequency that specific motions repeat, while spectral analysis measured repetitiveness as the frequency where spectral peaks occurred. Spectral analysis agreed closely with observational analysis. Correlation between the repetition frequencies obtained using time study and spectral analysis was 0.97, with no statistically significant difference observed. Average sustained posture was quantified as the mean, and posture deviation as the RMS angle of joint motion. No statistically significant differences between data obtained using posture classification or spectral analysis were observed for either posture deviation or sustained posture. Since posture classification was very limited in resolution and often contained measurement errors caused by poor joint visibility, the correlation between the postural classification and spectral analysis was 0.77 for sustained posture and 0.53 for posture deviation. When considering only large motions that exceeded the posture classification angle precision, the correlation between postural classification and spectral analysis was 0.81 for sustained posture and 0.81 for posture deviation. Spectral analysis of electrogoniometer data were, therefore, an efficient method for analyzing repetitive manual work that obtained equivalent results, and was more precise than observational analysis.